• **FREDRIC SORRIEU:** A FRENCH ARTIST WHO VISUALISED HIS DREAM OF A WORLD MADE UP OF DEMOCRATIC & SOCIAL REPUBLIC.

• **NAPOLEON BONAPARTE:** FRENCH DICTATOR WHO DEMOLISHED DEMOCRACY.

• **LUIS PHILLIPE:** HE WAS MADE CONSTITUTIONAL MONARCH OF FRANCE AFTER JULY REVOLUTION (1830).

• **KAISER WILHELM I:** WAS PROCLAIMED GERMAN EMPEROR AFTER UNIFICATION (1871).

• **GIUSEPPE MAZZINI:** ESTABLISHED YOUNG EUROPE AND YOUNG ITALY (1831).

- **GUISEPPE GARIBALDI:** LEADED ARMED VOLUNTEERS, BISMARCK OF ITALY

- **VICTOR EMMANUEL II:** BECAME KING OF ITALY IN 1861

- **OTTON VON BISMARCK:** HE FOUGHT TO UNIFY GERMANY